Challenge
Implement a marked patrol car Automated External Defibrillator (AED) program that includes assigning a new AED to each one of the 300 Manatee County Sheriff’s Office deputies – quickly and cost-effectively.

Solution
Purchase 300 Philips HeartStart FRx AEDs, conduct Train The Trainer courses, and then launch a systematic training program.

Located between Tampa Bay and Sarasota, Bradenton, Florida is home to the Manatee County Sheriff’s Office (MCSO). Serving a population of 385,450 residents within a 741 square mile radius, MCSO is committed to providing the highest quality of police services to those who live in, work in, and otherwise visit Manatee County.

“We constantly evaluate our efforts to enhance public safety with the objective of improving the quality of life within the County,” says Major Keith Stewart, Administrative Bureau, MCSO. “One of the ways we do that is by providing our deputies with the equipment and support necessary to fulfill their responsibility. So when MCSO reached the end of the year with enough money in the budget to fund one of the many projects vying for attention, management chose to implement the only project on the list with the potential to save a life – the marked patrol car AED program.”

“Setting priorities
According to Major Stewart, MCSO is not new to AEDs. “A number of years ago, we instituted a small-scale AED program. We purchased six units and placed them in high-risk areas, including our training room and jail. Over time, we bought additional units and placed them in our administrative buildings and on our watercraft.”

Major Stewart says the goal was to ultimately put them into the hands of MCSO patrol deputies. “Our deputies are out there day and night. It’s a given that they’ll either be called to a scene or happen upon a situation that requires medical attention. Arming them with AEDs made sense. Our plan was to ease into the marked car phase of the program, as budget permitted. We were thrilled when we approached our 2009 year-end with enough money to purchase an AED for each one of our 300 patrol deputies.”

Deputy Jason Carey chooses to keep his AED close at hand. “My AED is two inches from my head while I’m driving. If I’m going to need it, I don’t want to waste time digging through my trunk.”

Choosing the right AED
Tasked with the purchasing decision, Major Stewart looked at several vendors. “We chose our existing AEDs because that’s what the County EMS had at the time. This time around, I considered my options and compared vendors based on three “officer-friendly” criteria. The new AEDs had to be easy to use and they had to be easy to maintain and have a low cost of ownership. The Philips HeartStart FRx was the clear choice.”
“The value we place on life is a philosophy that comes from the top down – the AED program is a good illustration of where our priorities lie.”

Major Keith Stewart, Manatee County Sheriff’s Office, Florida

Major Stewart says the deciding factor was the HeartStart FRx pediatric key. “All the other models required two sets of pads, one for adults and one for children. The HeartStart FRx uses one set of pads that comes with a two-year shelf life. And the battery has a four-year life. That’s a big deal when you consider we will be multiplying our recurring costs by 300.”

Major Stewart says he also kept his budget in check by avoiding add-ons. “The initial warranty on the Philips AED is very good so we didn’t need to buy extended warranties. The HeartStart model offered us everything we were looking for and more.”

After MCSO selected its AED, Major Stewart discovered that Manatee County EMS had switched to the Philips HeartStart MRx monitor/defibrillator. “This is a great benefit to our community,” says Major Stewart. “If our officers are first responders to a situation, EMS will be able to take over without missing a beat; …they can plug our FRx pads into their MRx, because the pads work with both defibrillators. They can even transmit critical data to the hospital from the MRx to the hospital while en route through Event Review. The ability to facilitate such a seamless transition in a life-and-death situation is priceless.”

When Larry Wagner, Training Coordinator and Instructor with MCSO, discovered that he would be training 300 deputies – many of whom had never used an AED – on the new Philips HeartStart FRx, he was both relieved and excited. “This is not my first rodeo with Philips,” said Larry. “I had two HeartStart AEDs at a security company where I worked prior to joining MCSO. Philips is definitely a step up from other AEDs. The HeartStart units are designed to be simple and extremely easy to use. Features like the voice coaching and the self-test will help our deputies feel confident with their new skills and new AED.”

Training by design

Training 300 deputies in a timely and cost-effective manner required a clear strategy. “Our deputies are divided among three districts,” says Larry. “Each district designated one to three people to serve as trainers. Once those folks were identified, we set up Train The Trainer sessions with our local Philips representative.

“From there, we prepared a two-hour lesson plan detailing the proper use and maintenance of the AEDs, which is now incorporated into our CPR refresher course program. As our deputies come up for recertification, they receive a four-hour training course based on AHA guidelines, and walk away with their very own AED.”

Larry says the real coup was training on the HeartStart FRx AED. “With the purchase of the 300 new Philips AEDs, we also acquired six Philips HeartStart FRx AED training models and we will be using them to train everyone.”

“Having an AED makes us true first responders in every sense of the word. It allows us to render a greater level of aid until our EMTs arrive.”

• There are over 350,000 deaths each year due to Sudden Cardiac Arrest. This equates to almost 1,000 a day in the United States
• The likelihood of a successful resuscitation decreases by 7 to 10 percent for every minute that passes without CPR and defibrillation
• Approximately 22% of sudden cardiac arrests occur at work
• Sudden cardiac arrest kills more people each year than breast cancer, lung cancer, and HIV/AIDS combined
• In cities where bystander CPR and defibrillation are provided within 5 to 7 minutes, the survival rate is as high as 30 percent to 45 percent

Instilling confidence

Larry’s first training session was designed to test his lesson plan and included 14 MCSO graduating Agency Specifics Class deputies who were in the process of being released to field training. Deputy Benjamin Main and Deputy Jeff Herba, two of MCSO’s newest recruits, were first to receive their training and their new AEDs. “Larry’s training class was great,” recalls Deputy Herba. “The Philips training unit gave us different scenarios, which forced us to pay attention. Sometimes we had a scenario that had different outcomes; it was very realistic.”

“Now that I’ve gone through training myself, I would feel comfortable handing the Philips AED to virtually anyone – it’s that easy to use,” says Deputy Main. “The Philips AED is very straightforward. There’s no messing around, trying to figure out where things are. I open up the case and I can see my infant/child key and my pads. We also have an extra set of pads, an extra battery, a razor, and a pair of scissors to use in case we need to cut a shirt open.” Deputy Main says he really appreciates the AED’s voice-instruction feature. “The Philips AED walks you through everything – it even provides CPR guidance. I also like how it tells you to call 911, in the heat of the moment, that’s a good reminder.”

Deputy Herba agrees. “The medical calls can be tough because

“AEDs should be mandatory for first responders. I don’t think you can call yourself a modern agency if you don’t have them.”

Deputy Benjamin Main, Manatee County Sheriff’s Office, Florida
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we’re not EMTs. However, the AED takes us to another level; we now have the potential to make a world of difference.” That said, Deputy Herba admits that he was a bit apprehensive when he discovered that he would be assigned an AED. “I was concerned that an AED would be a complex tool that would require extensive training and maintenance and add to our workload. However, the Philips model is incredibly simple to use.

“As for maintenance, you periodically check the status indicator and the battery and that’s about it. You don’t spend a lot of time training on it, thinking about it or maintaining it. Plus, it’s extremely really rugged. I don’t have to worry about it getting banged up or damaged if I happen to sit a file box on it.”

Answering the call – on and off duty

“AEDs should be standard issue for anyone who has taken an oath to serve and protect the people,” says Sergeant Rick Rietz, MSCO. “My grandfather is 90 years old and visits my family on a regular basis. Knowing that my squad car is parked in my driveway and that the AED is in the trunk is very comforting.”

Sergeant Rietz continues, “We have deputies living all over the county. Knowing that there are 300 AEDs scattered throughout the area at any time of the day and night provides our citizens with an incredible sense of safety.”

Deputy Jason Carey, a volunteer trainer for his district, agrees.

“I really feel fortunate that I work for an agency that has the foresight to give us a tool like this.”

Deputy Jeff Herba, Manatee County Sheriff’s Office, Florida

“Sergeant Rietz and I have successfully trained everyone in our district on the use of AEDs, including 74 deputies. Not only did they discover how simple the AED is to use, but they also realized how important it is to someone in cardiac arrest,” says Deputy Carey. “My AED is two inches from my head while I’m driving. If I’m going to need it, I don’t want to waste time digging through my trunk.”

Sergeant Rietz says that, for those wondering if they can afford an AED program, it comes down to how they answer one question: the cost of a life – a civilian or an officer – what is it worth? “My sheriff is determined that the lives of the citizens of Manatee County and its officers are worth more than the cost he’s going to incur by outfitting us with AEDs.”

Major Stewart concludes, “If you find yourself in Manatee County, you can rest easily knowing that we have 300 deputies armed with AEDs and they are trained and prepared to use them.”

Larry Wagner (left), Training Coordinator and Instructor, MCSO, demonstrates the Philips HeartStart FRx AED to MCSO District One Deputies Gary Davis (center) and Paul Harris (right) during one of the department’s first field training sessions. “Our deputies – all 300 of them – support MCSO’s new AED program 100% and truly appreciate what it means to be assigned a Philips FRx AED.”

Making a case for AEDs in law enforcement

- Early defibrillation and early CPR are the most effective way to restore the heart’s normal pumping rhythm
- People who have experienced an acute myocardial infarction (or heart attack, which may include SCA) are at higher risk of SCA

“...The fact that each one of our 300 deputies will have a dedicated AED in the back of his or her patrol car is the mark of a progressive law enforcement agency,” says Sergeant Rietz. “We’re out patrolling 24 hours a day, seven days a week. On average, we’re covering 150 miles of highway and city streets. We cross paths with hundreds of people during our 12-hour shifts, including a large population of retirement-age folks. The possibility that we may be called upon to respond with our AED is high. It’s also possible that our AEDs may go unused for years. It’s quite possible that they may never be used. And that would be a good thing.

The reality is we have had officers who have had SCAs while on duty, and we have been first responders to emergency medical scenes. Now we have the tool and the potential to make a difference when it matters most.”

Major Keith Stewart, Manatee County Sheriff’s Office, Florida
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